Free Pumpkin Candlewicking Pattern - Free Printable Pumpkin Chart

Use only the outline for a Fall decoration or stitch the carved features for a jaunty jack-o-lantern.

For more information on Candlewicking, see Candlewicking Basics.

More Information About Free Patterns:
- Free Patterns from A-Z
- Terms of Use for Free Patterns
- Tips on Printing Free Patterns
Santa
X Grey
• Red

Leaves stem stitch 700. Nose satin stitch 349. Eyes outline stitch 310. Center of eyes satin stitch 826.
Floss 6 strands

Partridge
• Blue
X Lt blue
C Yellow
O Black

Leaves satin stitch 700.
Floss 6 strands

Hanging Ornaments
• Red
X Blue
C Yellow
/ Green

Floss 6 strands
IRIS

- dk. blue 518
- lt. blue 519
- yellow 307

Maple Leaf Candlewicking Motif

Design © Connie G. Barwick, licensed to About.com, Inc.

Stitch this design with the floss color of your choice.

For more information on Candlewicking, see Candlewicking Basics.

More Information About Free Patterns:
French Knot

BUTTERFLY
Free Candlewicking Alphabet Pattern - Free Printable Candlewicking Letters

Design © Connie G. Barwick, licensed to About.com, Inc.

Stitch this design with the floss color of your choice.

For more information on Candlewicking, see Candlewicking Basics.

More Information About Free Patterns: